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ENGLISH EXERCISES - ONE
“Com um novo dia vem uma nova força e novos pensamentos.”
Eleanor Roosevelt

Let’s Remember!
Present Progressive: verb to be + Verb (ing)
Am watching
Is watching
Are watching

AFFIRMATIVE FORM

Am not watching
Is not watching
Are not watching

NEGATIVE FORM

Am I watching TV?
Is she watching TV?
Are you watching TV?

INTERROGATIVE FORM

DON’T FORGET: We use presente progressive to talk about actions that is happening at the
moment of speaking.
1. What’s happening now? Write true sentences.
a) (I / wash / my hair) – I’m not washing my hair.
b) (It / snow) - ______________________________________________
c) (I / sit / on a chair ) - ______________________________________________
d) (I / eat) - ______________________________________________
e) (It / rain) - ______________________________________________
f) (I / listen / to music) - ______________________________________________
g) (The sun / shine) - ______________________________________________
2. Write short answers.
a) Are you watching TV? ________________________________
b) Are you wearing a watch? ________________________________
c) Are you eating something? ________________________________
d) Is it raining? ________________________________
e) Are you sitting on the floor? ________________________________
f) Are you feeling all right? ________________________________
g) Are you studying English? ________________________________

3. Complete the sentences using SIMPLE PRESENT. Use the words below:
Boil – close – cost – cost – like – like meet – open – speak – teach – wash
a) Maria ______________________ four languages.
b) Banks usually ________________ at 9:00 in the morning.
c) The art museum ____________________ at 5:00 in the afternoon.
d) Tina is a teacher. She _____________________ math to Young children.
e) My job is very interesting. I ____________________ a lot of people.
f) Peter’s cari s Always dirty. He never ___________________ it.
g) Food is expensive. It ___________________ a lot of money.
h) Shoes are expensive. They _________________ a lot of money.
i) Water ___________________ at 100 degrees Celsius.
j) Julia and I are good friends. I __________________ her, and she ______________ me.
4. Let’s throw a party!! What is necessary? Complete with Birthday vocabulary.
To blow out the candles;_____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
5. Read the song “Let me be the one – Now United” and answer the questions:
Suddenly, I gotta go
It tears me apart
It's hurting my heart
Suddenly, I'm feeling down
I swear I'll be back
You know I'll be 'round
If you're feeling the pain
I'm feeling the same
I've gotta catch a plane
But I'll be back again
a) What are the singer’s feelings?
______________________________________________________________________________________
b) Is there any verb in present progressive? If yes, copy:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
6. Write about yourself. Use:
I never... or I... a lot or I don’t... very often
a) (watch TV) - __________________________________________________________________________
b) (go to the theater) - _____________________________________________________________________
c) (ride a bicycle) - _______________________________________________________________________
d) (eat in restaurants) - ____________________________________________________________________
e) (travel by train) - _______________________________________________________________________

